
In-Sight’s 3 Tier Partnership Plan

In-Sight Collaborative is always willing to explore partnership and collaboration
opportunities with other organizations and entities or help individuals bring their ideas to
fruition. Below are the three types of partnerships we offer at In-Sight Collaborative. Please
note that In-Sight Collaborative implements exceptional safety and privacy measures for
the affected communities that we work with. We expect partner organizations to adhere
to the same standards in their operations, marketing, and public imaging. We also
request that all participants in partnership with In-Sight Collaborative sign intellectual
property agreements before embarking on initiatives in order to protect our work and
especially the contributions of people made vulnerable by forced displacement.

1.) Partnership - Occurs between independent entities that we either provide legal or
fiscal sponsorship for, we also work with the independent entity to implement a
model of accompaniment that leads to the success of the affected population
and the organizations involved in the partnership

a.) With a partnership, partner organizations are responsible for their own web
presence and a written proposal on how they want to partner with In-Sight
Collaborative.

b.) Due to the nature of this collaboration, a partner organization will have more
autonomy on how they want to present themselves. In-Sight will use
discretion on each partner to determine if their mission, vision, and projects
match In-Sight’s organizational values and mission.

c.) In-Sight will offer partner organizations tools, services, and mentorship to
invest in inclusive and community-directed interventions.

d.) Joint fundraising initiatives will be
i.) For funds granted to the partner entity’s own projects and programs,

In-Sight Collaborative will take a 15% administrative fee and will send
the net proceeds to the partner entity’s bank account

ii.) Funds designated to a particular good or service that is to be
purchased within the partnership will be sent directly to the vendor

e.) A written MOU will be created with each partner at the initiation of this
collaboration. This MOU will detail responsibilities and a shared set of values
and expectations including:
i.) A collaborative assessment, monitoring, implementation, and

evaluation strategy
ii.) Shared values



iii.) Shared financial responsibilities
iv.) Shared fundraising responsibilities

2.) In-Sight Initiative - Is a single individual or group that is not an independent entity,
yet wants to develop a specific project or model of projects and want legal,
financial, web presence, and the administrative support of In-Sight.

a.) With an initiative In-Sight assumes primary responsibility of messaging, web
presence, and adherence to In-Sight’s mission, values, and operational
documents.
i.) In-Sight develops donor-facing language.
ii.) In-Sight promises to keep an up-to-date web presence for said

initiatives.
iii.) In-Sight oversees the initiative’s assessment, planning, implementation,

and evaluation to ensure the adherence to mission, values, and
operational documents.

b.) Initiative Coordinator is responsible for creating web content and approving
that content through In-Sight’s Initiative Mentor and the board of directors
when applicable.

c.) A 15% operational fee will be applied to all fundraising conducted each
quarter for In-Sight Initiatives. This will cover the following:
i.) Website maintenance
ii.) Attorney and accountant fees
iii.) Non-profit management platforms utilized on behalf of the initiative
iv.) Banking fees

d.) A contract will be developed to clearly define roles of participants and
agreement to adhere to In-Sight Collaborative’s guidelines and policies

e.) In-Sight Collaborative recognizes the potential for the Initiative Phase to cultivate
the growth of an independent entity that then transitions to the partnership
phase when agreed upon by both parties

3.) Joint Campaigns

a.) A single but potentially recurring project with a separate entity that In-Sight
will help support through fundraising and advocacy campaigns.

b.) A written MOU will be created with each partner at the initiation of this project.
This MOU will detail responsibilities and a shared set of values and
expectations for the project, including:
i.) Shared financial responsibilities
ii.) Shared fundraising responsibilities


